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Loneliness is my home

People talk down to me 

Because I possess what they lack 

They talk behind my back

They want me to fall face lat
Loved ones go away 

Silver clouds comes to stay 

Never to go away.

You enter the world alone 

You leave the world alone 

Maybe being alone isn’t so bad 

You’re trapped inside your dome 

Everyone leaves you alone 

Loneliness is my home.

BY ANONYMOUS
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 The air is different here. Clearer. Fresher. Something. 

The waves hum and lull against the beach, lapping at the sand, 

lapping at the posts long embedded in the ocean loor. Something 
in her is different, too. Her heart has found root here, tethering 

a part of her here, a part she’ll never get back, but a part she’ll 

never forget.

 A piece of her heart lies here. This is the moment that 

changed her life. This is the moment. The soft breeze, carrying 

the mist off of the ocean, brushes over her cheeks, the sun smil-

ing down on her in the same way it makes the red glow. 

 Her contentment radiates from her, creating an aura I 

am inevitably swept up in. It’s nothing I’ve ever seen before. And 

immediately, a surge of jealousy rises up in my throat, choking 

me as the chime of her camera turning on breaks the silence. But 

nothing can really capture this moment. I fear her ties to me are 

breaking to create the new ones that glue to this moment. I pale 

in comparison.  

 Jealousy. It burns inside of me. I can never be as impor-

tant to her as this moment is. Nothing I do will be as life chang-

ing. My heart falls into my stomach. This is the moment that 

changed her life. And it might very well be the one that ruined 

mine. 

 From now on, she will only reach for more, something 

greater. From now on, I will fade and fade like the edges of an 

old photograph until the image is no longer discernable. My 

importance has diminished. I am nothing to this moment. She 

doesn’t need me anymore. I will only hold her back. I am just a 

reminder of the past, of who she was until now, a reminder of a 

part of her life that she doesn’t need anymore because she’s now 

set to do so much better, to do things I’m sure I never can. She’s 

set to be successful. She’s set to achieve dreams that are just in 

the beginning stages now, that are swirling around her mind at 

this very moment, cementing her future before she even realizes 

what’s happening.

 I want to be happy for her. I know that I can’t, that I 

shouldn’t even think about taking this away from her. She’s 

waited so long. Waited so long to escape that small town, those 

screaming voices that echo through the night, the shadows that 

loom over her, pressing her down, keeping her own voice buried. 

I know this is what she needs. I know this moment is the hand 

reaching down to her to bring her up to stand on her own. But it’s 

so hard to be happy for her when I feel myself slipping further 

and further into my own shadows.

 It’s only one moment. But it feels like forever. It feels 

like an eternity, waiting, waiting for her to push me further down, 

to leave me behind. Her friends murmur and bubble excitedly 

around her, asking for pictures, wanting to capture this moment 

in the best way that they can, to treasure it forever, and I feel the 

last tendrils of a promise begin to slip through my ingers.
 But her voice rings in my ears, asking them to wait, that 

she has something she has to do irst. My heart swells, hooked on 
a small glimmer of hope that the thing is the one she promised. 

Her ingers brush over my fur, over the top of my head, then curl 
around my arm. And suddenly, the sun smiles on my entire body, 

warming me to the core. The red, white, and blue of my uniform 

glows, matching the Golden Gate Bridge behind me, and the 

misty breeze rustles through my soft coat. 

 She holds me up. She’s smiling up at me, a tear in her 

eye, and then she raises her camera.

 Click. And I’m rooted here, too. I am tethered. To this 

place, to this moment. To her. I will always be with her. I am not 

going to be locked away and forgotten. She will take me every-

where she goes. Long plane rides, sleepless nights, jetlagged 

early mornings, through grins, through tears, through colds and 

lus, through nights of missing home. I am not going anywhere. 
I hold her hand. She holds mine. We are tethered to this moment. 

We are tethered to each other. We will not fall victim to distance 

and time. And I realize this as she lowers me, as the Golden Gate 

Bridge at my back raises back into the sky, but I am not shoved 

away.

 She brings me to her chest, hugging me tightly, thoughts 

of home, of life, of love, soaring through her mind as cars rumble 

across this monument of San Francisco.

BY ALY OREN

hold my hand
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Before everything changed
BY ALEX GUILLOT

 Gently stirring the processed sugar into her tea, Mer-

edith dropped the spoon into to the cup with a loud clang and a 

dramatic sigh. Mika looked up from her cup to gaze at Meredith, 

then glanced around the quiet cafe that had just reopened after 

renovation. She watched Meredith’s face fall before speaking up.

 “Surely you’re not that bothered over this. You’re 23, 

you’ve got time, Meri. It’s nothing that you should be this hung 

up over,” Mika tried to speak softly, careful not to disturb the rest 

of the cafe patrons. 

 “I know, I know, you’ve told me thousands of times. But 

you’ve already found your ‘Mr. Perfect’, why can’t I ind mine?” 
She pouted for a bit before picking up the spoon again.

 “This is all you ever talk about, and you’re letting it 

get you down. Yes, Jamie, Kate, and I have found someone, but 

who’s to say he’s the one? You’re just making assumptions to 
throw yourself a pity party.” Mika tried not to talk down to her, 

but this was getting annoying. 

 Meredith chose not to look up again for a while, and 

stared at the untouched tea in her mug. Who is Mika to tell me 

that I’m being ridiculous? The cafe began to pick up, and the 

laughter of school children could be heard from the other side 

of the glass storefront. A guitar being sweetly strummed on the 

radio became lost in the conversations of the strangers around 

them. Her ingers danced across the table, not being able to sit 
still any longer. 

 “How did you feel the day before you met Will?” Meri 
kept her head low, but raised her eyes to look at Mika’s tired 

face. 

 “Will? What does he have to do with any of this?” Mika 
questioned.

 “I’m asking you how you felt the day before you met 

your soulmate, and that’s Will. Did you have this feeling in the 

pit of your tummy? Did you wake up knowing everything was 
going to change?” She spoke faster as her questions lowed out 
from her mouth. 

 “I still don’t think-- ugh, can’t you just leave this alone? 
Hearing about my relationship isn’t going to help how you’re 

feeling, it’ll only make you feel worse, and you’ll blame me for 

it.” Mika inished off her tea with one last quick sip.
 “I promise it’ll help, I just want to know. Then maybe 

I’ll know when it’s coming,” Meri reasoned with her, and stared 

at her with begging eyes. “Please?”
 Letting out another groan, Mika rested her head on her 

hand, and tried to think back to that day three years ago. “Alright, 

ine, just let me think.”
 Meri gave a gentle nod and waited for her friend to 

begin her storytelling. 

 “Well, I really didn’t expect it. You don’t know what to 

expect, or when to expect it, and that’s when it happens. The day 

before, I had no idea what was going to happen within the next 

ive minutes, I was so lustered from all of the exams for the end 
of the semester.” Mika picked her head back up and glanced out 

the window. 

 “You saw me that day, you saw how much of a wreck I 

was. Meanwhile, you were wasting time watching your program 

all day. No wonder you lunked econ,” she gave a soft chuckle. 
 “Oh, shut up, you’re getting off topic. How about the 

day when you met him? Like, when you woke up, and what was 
going on before you met each other’s eyes?” A smile brushed 
across Meredith’s face as she questioned further.

 “You’re making it sound like it was the most romantic 

thing in the universe, like I was in my own romantic comedy 

ilm! I told you, I had no idea, I’m not psychic!” She let out a 
hearty laugh and readjusted her purse on her shoulder. 

 “It was the morning of my exam, and I was running 

super late, like I almost missed my test. And while I was walking 

across campus, I rammed right into the telephone pole outside of 

the lunch hall. All of my books fell out of my arms, and were all 

over the grass.” Mika shook her head out of frustration from the 

memory as it replayed in her head.

 “I felt so stupid, and I knew I wasn’t going to make it 

in time. As I bent down to pick up my papers, I heard Will on the 

other side of the grass laughing at me, and then he walked over,” 

Mika explained.

 “And you had no idea who he was?” Meri questioned.
 “Well, no, I didn’t. I didn’t even notice he was in my 

American Literature class until we began dating. Anyway, I was 

in a rush to pick up my stuff, and he helped me. I told him how 

late I was for my exam, and he said he’d inish picking up all of 
my things, and would bring them to me in class,” she let out a 

content sigh and looked around the eatery again, “I think, by that 

point, I knew he was going to be more than a stranger to me.”

 “I took the important stuff, like my calculator and 

phone, and ran to class. I barely made it in time. When I left, he 

was outside of the room, with all of my books in a plastic baggy. 

I thanked him, we walked off together, and the rest is history, re-

ally.” Mika looked back to Meredith, who had a dreamy look on 

her face. 
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 “Oh, I love that story, that’s so romantic,” Meri trailed 

off, then ordered more tea for the both of them. They talked on 

and on about work, and their classes, until they packed their 

belongings at the ring of the clocktower in the pavilion. At the 

sound of the last toll, the bell above the cafe door gave a ring. 

Looking up from her purse, Meredith’s eyes met with two 

bright green orbs looking down at her. Feeling as though the air 

had been knocked out of her, she couldn’t tear her eyes away 

from his. Mika was right, Meri thought. You don’t know when 

to expect it, and that’s exactly when it happens. 
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A dagger for the clever

For whom stars dull their ire to hide their wielder’s 
deepest desires. Let the absence of light bite not thine 

ambition, for only the reluctant wielder spills their own 

blood. 

Strike sure and strike swift before the call of light takes 
hold and declares you not the victor but the one who will 

fall from the very weapon you choose to wield.

A dagger was made for the clever; choosing not good 

nor evil, merely accepting that its wielder may use it to 

become the ruler of their chosen world or the architect of 

their own destruction.

dagger
BY SHAYLA CUNNINGHAM
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 As we approached Mr. Heleker’s house, I remember 

feeling like my heart was going to jump through my chest. It was 

the same feeling I felt when Jack, Justin, and Cody picked me up 

in Cody’s mom’s car earlier that night. It was the same feeling 

I felt when Jack, Justin, and Cody thought it would be cool to 

casually smash residential mailboxes. And it was the same feel-

ing I felt that lingered the entire time Jack, Justin, and Cody were 

breaking into cars trying to steal. 

 “You’re the youngest,” they stated. “You won’t get in 

as much trouble if you take the blame,” they pushed. “Mark, you 

have to take the blame,” they ordered.  

 I can remember looking back in an I-don’t-care fash-

ion, laughing, and shouting with the boys and thinking I care 

so much. The lames were so huge and enguling the house so 
quickly. There was only one car in the driveway and that would 

mean Mr.Heleker was all by himself. Did the boys know that? 
Mr. Heleker should’ve died that night. 

 He didn’t die, but a part of me did. The part of me that 

my mom was proud of. The part of me who was asked to be a 

mentor in the seventh grade. The part of me who still loved to 

watch Spongebob. My mom couldn’t even look at me. She made 

sure I had lunch money, clothes to wear, and other basic necessi-

ties, but as far as our relationship that once stood, I might as well 

have put a dagger through it. 

 Looking back, as I sit in my room counting down the 

days until I’m eighteen, I still can’t seem to answer the question 

of why was I there that night. The question I can rant about until 

the sun goes down, however, is why shouldn’t I of been there. 

At irst it was fun, but that was only at irst and that was only the 
type of fun that always results in getting in trouble. My probation 

was almost over and once I turned eighteen everything would be 

removed from my record. 

 My mom came in my room and I knew by the raised 

eyebrows, hand on her hip, raging appearance that something 

happened. She was infuriated, or maybe she wasn’t. Maybe she 

just has to tell me some big news. Or maybe it would be the news 

that would potentially end my life.  We were moving far away… 

no, she was. 

 “Mark, listen, I am a single mother trying so hard to see 

the age of ifty. You have no idea the time and effort I have put 
forth to raise your older sister, and with John not around, raising 

you has been hard. The embarrassment hasn’t died down still af-

ter four years. You have to understand that this is the only choice 

for me at this point.”

 “But Mom, I’m only-”

 “You’re only what? Only a month from turning 18? 
Mark, I told you this is my only choice.”

 “No it is not, Mom. I may be your youngest child, but 

ever since February 22, 2013, and I know you out of all people 
know that date, I have been very infatuated with choices. Most 

importantly, people feeling pressured into making choices.”

 “But Mark, I’m-”

 “You’re just what? Leaving? It’s so easy to make some-

thing detrimental sound so minimal, I know this.” 

 “Keep talking…”

 “So don’t go? I wish I could go back to my eighth grade 
year mom and hang out with Mitchell and Joey instead and tell 

those boys absolutely not, but I can’t. So I try, mom, I try every-

day to redeem myself and forget about my stupidity, and yet you 

can’t? I have to see that man every single day and think I burned 
his house down, I took the blame so he thinks I was the mind 

behind the madness of doing so.”

 “Mark-”

 “I’m sorry, mom, I am sorry I embarrassed you and 

made you want to leave town. But you don’t have to. You don’t 

have to do anything to please anyone in this world.”

 My mom, hysterical now, stormed out of the room. I 

couldn’t tell if she wanted to kill me or unpack her bags. I did not 

know. I felt a weight lift off my shoulder and I chased her down 

the steps. She laid horizontally scream-crying on her woman 

cave of a couch. She didn’t even allow me to get a word in edge-

wise before letting out a load of information that sent me on a 

crazed imaginary trip. 

 “Mark, can I tell you something?” She started to state 
based on my head nod. ”I can’t say I tried to burn the high school 

principal’s house down in the eighth grade, but I can tell you this. 

As a junior at Edgewood, I was sitting in chemistry when Deanna 

conned me into skipping 6th, 7th, and 8th period and sent me into 
a world of hate.”

 “What did you do? Did you leave school and get 
caught? Mom, that doesn’t even compa-”
 “Mark, not only did I leave school that day at 12:00, but 
a teacher, my teacher from freshman year, Mr. Macafalle, was 

heading out of the parking lot as well for a quick run to Wawa. I 

saw him in my rearview and got nervous, and without thinking 

attempted to punch the gas and get out of there.”

 “Ok, big deal mom, come on, you sped off in front of an 

old teach-”

 “Mark, I said I attempted to.”

 “In a panic, I actually slammed on my breaks and 

BY BELLE TURNER

i don’t have to do anything
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caused him to collide into the back of my Oldsmobile Omega. I put 

the car in park, then tried to hurry up and drive off. But I put the 

car in reverse and backed up even further into Mr. Macafalle, far 

enough where he was severely punctured by his air bags and died 

on the scene.”

 I was silent. 

 “I’m not going anywhere. In a way, the coincidence of the 

mishaps we have encountered with faculty and choices haven’t de-

ined us, but brought us closer in a twisted way. Until today, I was 
mad. I was mad at you for rehashing such a depressing time of my 

life because of yours friends that were just like me. I saw myself, 

and I saw Mr. Macafalle. I actually envied that Mr. Heleker didn’t 

die, and Mr. Macafalle did, as horrible as it may sound.”

 I tried to conjugate my thoughts quickly to help my 

broken mother. I felt so bad to see her like this and wished she 

would’ve told me sooner. Even more so now I realized the inluen-

tial downfalls of friends who don’t care about you. I looked at her 

and felt like I was looking at myself the night of the ire. 
 “The actions committed do not deine us, and now we 
know we don’t have to do anything.”

 My mom nodded and hugged me, and in that moment we 

were the same person ighting for redemption and closure.
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 The summer breeze blew around the aroma of 

mangoes and coconuts. The irelies buzzed through 
the muggy air spreading their luorescent happiness. 
My smooth tan legs brushed the prickly weeds as 

we seeked solitary. We settled on the beach, alone 

with just the sound of the crashing waves and the 

smell of the sea. The sand was warm as I grabbed a 

handful, watching the miniscule grains of sand ilter 
through my ingers. The sea foam slowly approached 
me, tickling my toes and sending a chill through my 

bones. I looked into his gleaming eyes relecting the 
sunset. His eyes painted shades of oranges and hues 

of red, as if the sun was rising in his eyes while the 

sun was setting before us. As the sun reached the 

horizon, he looked deep into my eyes like no one 

has ever done before. He was a boat sailing through 

the sea of my mind. Seeing every inch of happiness 

and  sadness in me. He saw all my laws and found 
mysterious beauty in them as I did the same with 

him. Is this what love is? Feeling perfectly perfect 
to someone. Anxiety illed within me.After what felt 
like a lifetime, he leaned over to me and met his lips 

with mine. I didn’t know what the future held; will 

this boy break my heart into a million of pieces? Or 
would he give me an unforgettable, unstoppable, un-

deniable love? Everything stopped, and for a moment 
I felt like my world was complete. Little did I know 

this was just the beginning. 

summer love?
BY KATELYN BROTHMAN
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 Now, we wait. The dinner is only in two hours and my 

hands begin to clam up. 

 Ignore it, I tell myself. 

 I begin to curl my hair by sections at a time, and after 

about an hour and a half, I am inished. I then begin to put on my 
makeup, more and more and more. The more I put on, the better I 

feel. The more I begin to think I am someone else and my hands 

may stop clamming up.

 “Brooke, let’s go, you’re going to be late!” Mom calls 
me from the kitchen.

 I change into the outit and my mind is clear, but only 
for a moment. The sky blue shirt really shapes out the top half of 

my body. My favorite part of this shirt is that the sleeves have a 

cut out hole on my shoulder; it’s different, I like that about it. It’s 

like a tank top and a short sleeve shirt all in one. The skirt has 

built in overalls on it, with rustic silver hooks that hold the skirt 

up. The skirt hides my bottom half, the part that I really like to 

hide anywhere I go. Now, for the pièce de résistance that actually 

make me look a bit more proportional, the stiletto heels. They are 

about 6-8 inches high, black suede, with three small belts on the 
outside that have golden buckles, and little gold studs strategi-

cally placed around the shoe. 

 When I get into the truck, the thought of who is coming 

with us begins to make my hands clam up again. I begin to tap 

my right hand on the door handle and tap the heel of my right 

foot repetitively. 

 Calm, Brooke, stay calm. You’re a pretty girl too, just 

like they are, I repeat to myself in my head. I can’t go. I can’t 

do this. My mind begins to argue with itself and my heart rate 

begins to speed at about 90 beats per second. Maddi will be 

there, she isn’t friends with them either. You’re in the same boat 

together. But she makes friends with people easier than you do. 

You told Lexi you would go, it’s her birthday. My heart rate be-

gins to speed up to levels I’ve never felt before, and I feel sweat 

building up on my face. I don’t have to go. Just don’t eat, and 

you’ll be ine. 
 “Okay, text me when you leave!” 
 Oh… we’re here. “Okay, love you, mom.” 

 The walk to the door is even worse. I slowly trudge to 

the door, dragging my feet, and it seems like the longest walk 

of my life. My hand reaches for the door, though I surely do not 

want to open it. I listen to the engine from the car, meaning my 

parents are leaving, and I feel like I am trapped. There is no way 

off of this island of lost hope, and the only thing I can do is jump 

in the prison boat. Step after terrifying step, I make it into the liv-

ing room with the rest of the girls. 

 Why did I pick this outit? They have normal sundresses 
on, they look adorable. Why on earth would I ever decide on 

this? 
 ¨Brookie!¨ Thank God. I hear Maddi call me from 
across the room. 

 ¨Maddi!” My head shoots into the direction of her voice. 
Hearing her made my heart beat slow down. Then I whisper to 

her, ¨Stick with me, I’m  not really friends with anyone here 

beside you or Lex.¨

 ¨Yeah, I know, same, I only came here for Lexi. Did you 

see the limo outside?”
 ¨Honestly, I never looked,” I let out a giggle and a gasp 

for air. 

 ¨How do you miss a limo?¨ Maddi nudges my arm 
and laughs at me for being so oblivious. ¨Well, that’s just you, I 

guess. Wait! Come here, take a picture with me!¨ Maddi hands 
her phone off to someone as I press every fold down on my out-

it. 
 The picture is taken and I refuse to look at it. 

 ¨Do I look fat?¨ I ask Maddi. 
 ¨Brooke, you look ine, I love the outit!” She answers 
and it makes me feel a bit more it in. 
 Then, I scout out the room to ind Lexi and wish her a 
happy birthday. She also asks for a picture, and again, I refuse to 

look at it. I begin to forget about the comments my mind haunts 

me with when I begin to make conversation with the other girls. 

They’re all very friendly and not how I pictured them to be when 

their names pop into my head. 

 ¨Limos here!” One of Lexi´s little brothers yelled from 
the steps. 

 All ten girls headed out and piled into the limo, with 

only a few inches of room left to move. Most of them are already 

good friends, then there was Maddi and I. If Maddi wasn’t here, 

I probably would have had a panic attack, but since someone else 

was in the same boat I was in, I was okay. 

 After about an hour, we make it to the casino and start 

heading through doors upon doors and rooms with different 

scenes, yet they all seemed the same. We make it into the restau-

rant, began piling into a table that’s crunched into the wall, and 

I pray that Maddi sits next to me; she does. Then the appetizers 

began to ill the table. 
 I want one, they look good. I move my hand to grab 

one. No. I put my hand back on my lap. I scan the table, watch-

ing every other girl dig in. 

BY BROOKE BEEBE

blue shirt
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 Okay, I can have one. 

 Food begins to ill the table as the night goes on, and my 
thoughts begin to fade away. Of course I do not want to over eat, 

but I give myself a nice serving. The food is delicious and ranges 

from seafood to red meat to pastas. Surely, us girls inish our 
plates.

 Lexi’s parents then pay the bill and we begin to venture 

around the casino into different shops and ice cream parlors. Of 

course, in the heels as high as mine, I keep losing balance on the 

cobblestone loor. How on earth any girl has ever crossed this 
main loor without falling bafles me. 
 “Let’s sit over here!” Lex calls out and points at a few 
empty tables and chairs. Every girl follows in a train line and I 

am the caboose. 

 “Maddi, slow down!” I begin to laugh while she turns to 
stop.  I hear giggling from behind me, a stranger’s laughter. A 

few strangers, two girls and a guy. 

“Look at her.” I hear one of the girls whisper. I look around for a 

bit of hope that they aren’t laughing about me. 

“Who?” a voice questions. 
 “The one in the blue shirt,” A voice answers and gig-

gling begins to follow my path.

 My stomach begins to turn and I feel light headed. 

Every thought and feeling has now come back twice as hard. I’m 

the only one who can hear this, because I am the only one who 

cares to hear it. In that moment of wondering why I agreed to 

come, I pick my head up and walk myself right over to the ice 

cream parlor. 

 “Chocolate Sunday, please. Make it a large,” I announce 

to the worker.

  I take my ice cream and I march over to the tables and 

chairs, where everyone is sitting. I sit myself down and I lick the 

bowl clean, enjoying every ounce of cold, sugary, fatty substance 

in the bowl. For the irst time that night, I enjoyed something. 
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When I needed you most, were you there?

I needed you, I was scared. These feelings that I shared, I told you 

that I cared.

You stayed and stared. 

Waiting for your reply, I knew it would be illed with lies.

I can’t go on anymore.

The pain, the shame, the same old games.

What do I gain?

I love you more than all the seas and all the breeze. The time it takes 

you to count the stars, that’s when you’ll see that I’m gone and not 

coming back. 

Please care
BY ANONYMOUS                
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 Nine years ago, it was a normal day. I 

was happy, you were happy. Nine years ago, 

we were nine years old, and nine years ago, 

two days after my birthday, I partied with you, 

only two days before your last day. We were 

so young, and today I still cannot understand 

the feeling my mind continues to harvest and 

fester inside of me. I didn’t understand then, 

and sadly, I’m still trying to understand now. 

One day, it all changed, one little thing. I meet 

many people throughout the day, I talk to 

many similar people, but nobody compares. 

No one sounds, talks, or feels the same. It’s 

cold, it becomes dark at times, it’s just like 

your last night.

 “It’s about Alexa, Brooke. She died 

today,” my mother said in a broken voice, 

words that will never leave me. Death; I 

didn’t know what it meant, I was nine. When 

I was told, I still thought I would see you that 

Friday. Soon it was broken down for me that 

I will never see my nine year old best friend 

ever again. Still nine years and one month 

exactly, nine times out of ten, I still have 

trouble sleeping at night. I still wonder how 

different everything would be, nine years 

later, today. I wonder about the many ights 
and parties we’d have together, or how things 

would feel if we were still together these last 

nine years. Dance class changed; I showed up 

to class and just sat in the corner. I quit cheer, 

dance, and making friends for nine long years, 

because there was absolutely no point if this 

is where everything was headed. I try and 

forget, but I realize I want to hold on to it.

  I still dream of you today, I still talk 

to you when I’m by myself, and I’m twice the 

age I was then. I remember when my mind 

was spiraling out of control, and I thought 

about you, and wished to have you back. I 

haven’t seen your mom in nine years. Not 

once since my ninth birthday party nine years 

ago. One day, nine years later, my mother 

warns me that she is in the gym working out. 

My heart dropped and suddenly I could not 

hear, see, feel, swallow, walk, focus, think, 

breathe, or count correctly. The air became 

thin; I haven’t seen your mother in nine years, 

and that day at 9AM, the morning after I 

asked you to help, here she is. Everything was 

in slow motion like a movie, nine times slow-

er, but without background music. I signed 

into the gym and then I saw your mom walk-

ing towards me. I haven’t seen your mom in 

nine years, and could not remember what she 

looked like, but I knew exactly who she was. 

Because at nine years old, I could not care 

what your parents looked like, I just wanted 

to hang out with you. I put my keys, sweat-

shirt, sweatpants, water, wallet, sneakers, 

protein bar, phone, and my ipod in my locker 

holding every ton of emotion that wanted to 

come pouring out inside my chest. Then we 

made eye contact and I cried on your mother’s 

shoulder at 18 years old. “I miss her too,” 
was all she could say as she teared up also. 

Your mother had closure; at nine years old, 

my mother didn’t want me to see you in the 

tragically mutilated form that you were left in, 

so I didn’t have closure. It’s common to feel 

this way after death, but it is not common to 

lose your best friend at nine years old. I don’t 

know what it is I feel when your name pops 

in my head every morning, night, afternoon, 

second, minute, hour, weekend, weekday, or 

party. Am I happy I knew you, or am I losing 

my mind because I lost you? For nine years, I 
have wondered; nine years later, I still cannot 

understand what the feeling is.

BY BROOKE BEEBE

9
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Who am I?  What is my purpose?  What do I do?

  I am someone who sees you—the true you—

as you really are.

 It is my job to see you. Not to teach you Ham-

let or vocabulary—though I do adore both.

  I am someone who hears you.  It is my job to 

hear you, and then to actually listen to what you are 

really saying you need from me.

  Your words and your actions are always tell-

ing me something I need to know—something signii-

cant and important.

  I am someone who respects you.  I respect 

who and what you are—without judgment.  I respect 

where you come from, and what you deal with, and 

what I can’t possibly see or understand. 

  I am also someone who has the expectation 

that you respect me in return.

  I am someone who “gets” you.  I “get” that 

what I ask you to do here often seems ridiculous and 

inconsequential, but I want you to leave here with 

your diploma.

  I am someone who knows that this place is, 

at least a means to an end, and, at best, your irst step 
towards a happy, fulilling life.
  I am someone who understands that your 

intelligence and your ability to succeed cannot be de-

ined by the grades you earn here. I am someone who 
understands that sometimes your worst behaviors are 

telling me something is wrong, and are not for me to 

take personally.

  I am someone who hurts for you. I hurt when 

I see your isolation, or your pain, or your confusion. I 

always wish I could ix what is wrong, but most of the 
time I can’t. 

  I can, however, be patient, accepting, and 

above all compassionate. 

  I am someone who has hopes and wishes for 

you—big, big hopes and wishes.

  I am someone who wishes you all the best in 

whatever you decide to do or be.  I wish you happi-

ness and health-the ability to accept what you cannot 

change-and the grace to forgive those who hurt you in 

their ignorance.

  I am someone who wishes you the gift of be-

ing able to rise above the hurts of the past, and to live 

the lives you are meant to live.

  I wish you the gift of learning from your mis-

takes, choices, and experiences, both good and bad. 

  Learning is never, ever wasted.  Ever.

  I am someone who worries for you.  I worry 

that you won’t be able to rise up and be who you are 

supposed to be.  I worry, and think, and fret more than 

you could probably ever imagine. 

Who am I?  What is my purpose? What do I do?

  I am a teacher—your teacher.

BY MRS. COIA

who am i
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 With the tip of his paintbrush, he soaked up one of my tears. 

I have been his captive for more than a year now, at least I think. I 

have completely lost perception of time since my life has been put 

into a spell-like hold. Everyday, he changes me, alters how I feel, or 

how I look. With the power of a paintbrush, he completely dictates 

every emotion I feel. One day he makes me happy, and the next he 

makes me depressed. One day makes me feel like a daisy with beau-

tiful shiny straight hair and long lashes, and the next day he makes 

me have knotty, unkempt hair with runny makeup. I have lost com-

plete control. So how did this happen to me? 
 Yes, that, I can remember. It was a beautiful, warm spring 

day. I wore a dress, with curled hair and lip lops; my curls blew in 
the warm breeze. I was walking through the park with my friends, 

when I came upon this man painting. This man was gorgeous. He 

had ocean deep blue eyes, and brown wavy hair; he was truly cap-

tivating. I approached him and asked him what he was painting. He 

glanced up with a smile and responded with a kind hello. Then my 

friends smiled at me, and said they would catch up later. He showed 

me his painting, and it was a landscape of the park with things added. 

He added more trees, animals, people, and benches. We fell into deep 

conversation about art and talked for hours. We talked about things 

such as painting, drawing, and crafts. It was obvious our apprecia-

tion for art was mutual.  His charisma enchanted me. That’s when I 

became hooked. Needless to say, we began dating. Things were like 

a fairy tale at irst, but then things took a turn two months in. He be-

came bitter and mean, but yet still so charismatic. I wanted to leave, 

but felt as if I couldn’t--I was trapped. I began become his puppet. 

I completely gave him the key to my happiness, and now, he con-

trols everything. Every time I would go to leave, he would somehow 

compel me to stay, and as time went on, it got worse. And that is why 

I am where I am today.

 I am like a pretty picture in a frame he keeps locked up, cap-

tive to him. So, now with the tip of his paintbrush,  he wipes away 

my tear, and now I am told to look happy.

Painted
BY KAYLA BERNATO
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It sucks losing a mom

my life is like a ticking time bomb

I’m just waiting to explode

for my whole entire body to implode 

Times can be very tough

like I’m riding on a road, oh so rough

I think about you everyday

no matter night or day

I will never get over the fact

that you will never be back

I always stare at picture of you

memories of you stick like glue

January 28th is the date my life changed 
I was driven to almost be deranged

wish you could watch me grow 

it was so hard to let it go

mom memories
BY JUSTIN ORDILLE
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 It’s warm. The sun beats down on my back and burns 

through my clothes, soaking the fabric in sweat. It beads at my 

forehead, rolling down the side of my face as ignorant birds coo 

and sing in the trees that fade behind me. It drips into my eyes, 

blinding me until I blink it away or swipe it off with the back of 

my hand. 

 Thirsty. It’s all I can think about. I can’t remember the 

last time I had water. It has to have been days by now. Despite 

what I had hoped, the forest had held nothing. Every small creek, 

pond. Nothing. Dried up. Too dangerous to tempt. My mouth is 

dry, my head is pounding. Water. I need water. 

 The tall grass kicks up the grasshoppers and locusts it 

hides as I tread through the overgrown ield, but exhaustion is 
setting in, and I can’t ind it in me to ight them from lying into 
my face or settling on my clothes. But I can see it. An old farm-

house sits in the distance, just beyond my reach. And I can only 

pray no one has made camp.

 I come to a stop, readjusting the strap of my bag weigh-

ing on my shoulders, and look up. If nature and the manor were 

at war, nature was winning. The vines had invaded: sprawling out 

across the brick, covering nearly half the building. I wipe at the 

moisture above my lip before I reach down and tug the boot off 

of my foot. 

 A silver coin tumbles out, shimmering in the sunlight, 

and settles in the grass before me. Leaning down takes more ef-

fort than I’d care to admit, but once I have it in my hands, I bring 

it up towards my face. My good luck coin. Safe, in my shoe for 

all of my nineteen years. Wishing me luck on every step I take 

in this forgotten world. I close my eyes, let it rest against the tip 

of my nose, and silently ask it to grant me the luck I need to ind 
water, to ind anything, without trouble. 
 Opening my eyes, a short, cool breeze cuts through the 

ield, and the manor creaks with age, groaning, bricks threaten-

ing to crumble and more window panes to shatter. I press the 

coin into my palm and close my ist, letting my arm fall against 
my side. One more deep breath. Then I return the coin to its safe 

place in the bottom of my boot, slide it back on, and start for-

ward, eyes scanning the manor, searching for the safest way in. 

 The collapsed roof over the faded blue door prevents it 

from being the easiest way in, and likely the safest if it weren’t 

for the damage, and with the boarded up and blocked windows 

on the bottom loor, it leaves me with only one option. As the 
leaves on the vines rustle in another short breeze, I give a small 

shake of my boot, letting the coin rattle against my foot, and pray 

that I have the strength to pull myself up. 

 I walk carefully up the brick stairs, each step precise, 

light, focusing the last of my energy on making sure not to dis-

rupt anything and arouse the attention of any unwanted visitors. 

The weeds growing up through the cracks grasp at me, but I ma-

neuver around them, hurdling myself over the banisters and into 

the overgrown garden surrounding the house. Old, worn rose-

bushes still bite and sting, their thorns catching on my clothes 

and leaving small incisions up and down my legs. But a little 

pain is nothing compared to the thirst. A little blood trickling 

down over my skin, soaking my jeans, is nothing.

 A curtain lows and lutters in and out of the glassless 
windowpanes, calling me, and with a deep breath, I grab hold 

of the vines and begin to hoist myself up. Sweat rolls down my 

back, each second of the climb forcing precious luids out of my 
body. Some of the vines pull from the wall, threatening to send 

me right back down to the ground, into the rosebushes, but I keep 

going. The thought of water keeps me going. 

 Soon, I’m well off the ground, enough that a fall could 

break a good portion of my bones. My feet ind the ledge of a 
window completely overtaken by the weeds and vines sprawled 

across the brick, and a gust of wind, stronger than the breezes 

have been all day, makes me shudder, rustling the leaves, jostling 

the curtain. 

 I start to lose my grip. My arms tremble, ingers losing 
their holdings on the thin strips of vine, feeling the pop of their 

roots as they begin to rip free of the brick. I have seconds until 

there’s nothing tethering me to the wall. I have no time to think. 

The thorns await me. This isn’t how I want to die. This isn’t how 

I’m supposed to die. 

 I panic. I act. I think later. I swing myself the rest of the 

way, breaking what’s left of the window frame, and crash into the 

bedroom, crumpling to the loor in a less than graceful landing. 
A mushroom cloud of dust erupts to mark my entrance and sends 

me into a it of coughing, worsening it, coating my mouth, drying 
it out more so than it already is. 

 Once the dust settles, once I can ind my bearings, I 
struggle back to my feet, and I don’t care about the screaming 

agony that rockets up from my ankle as I put weight on it. I care 

about the green bottle sitting beside an unmade bed. I waste no 

time. I don’t think what could be in it. I don’t care. It could be 

poison for all I care at this point. I snatch it off the ground, rip off 

the cork, bring it to my lips, and chug it down. Wine. Old wine. 

But watered down to reill the bottle. I don’t care. It burns down 
my throat. It warms my stomach. I cough, choking on the last of 

it, and some of it dribbles down my face, so I impatiently wipe 

it away with the back of my hand. Even though some of it is 

wine, a majority is water. It’s warm and truly disgusting, but I’m 

desperate. And inally, I’m satisied.
 Gasping for air, I collapse to the bed, disrupting more 

dust, and let the bottle fall to my lap. I stare down at this precious 

green bottle in my small hands, trace my inger over the rim of it 

BY ALY OREN

RED
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where my lips had just left. 

 But then I look up.

 And I stop.

 Breathing. Thinking. 

 I stop.

 Clothes are scattered across the room, strewn this way 

and that. Drawers lay open, as if someone was too frantic to close 

them once they’d gotten what they wanted out of them. Every-

thing seems frozen in the place they were left by their owner. 

Frozen in time. Memory of an old world. 

 But it’s not what makes me stop.

It’s the glimpse of red smiling at me from underneath the open 

wardrobe door. 

 My heart stops. My hand reaches around, grasping for 

the dagger hidden in my bag. I slide it out of its sheath and push 

the bottle off of my lap onto the mattress, which creaks quietly 

as I pull myself to my feet. My body is preparing for a ight, 
adrenaline rocketing through my blood. My mind is a bit behind, 

still processing what I may be stepping into. But I press forward, 

blade pointed in front of me. The wearer of the red dress doesn’t 

linch. The hem of the dress lutters with the breeze that leaks into 
the room through the broken window. 

 As I round the wardrobe door, the rising panic lodges 

itself in my throat and refuses to sink despite how hard I try to 

swallow it down. The sweat that was rolling into my eyes earlier 

has returned, spilling down the side of my face and down the base 

of my neck. I hold my breath, reaching forward, slowly, cau-

tiously, depending on my ability to be the one to strike irst.
 But the woman in the red dress is not a woman at all.

 Nor is it even a person. 

 Just a red dress, hung on display, luttering in the breeze. 
 My hand begins to tremble, and with my free one, I 

grasp my wrist before letting the blade fall down, a huge breath 

inally escaping past my lips.
 But then I start to wonder.

 Unknowingly, that hand releases my wrist, desperate to 

touch it, to feel the fabric in my hands. But I stop myself. I stop 

myself and look around. The room, its state, its contents, its story 

begins to fall into place. Frozen in time, frozen in time. In a time 

before the world went to hell. Or was just about to.

 What had made the owner, this woman, want to save this 

red dress hanging in the wardrobe?
 Why did she leave it?
 Where was she going? Did the world eat her up as it did 
so many others at its end?
 Is she dead?
 Alive?
 Is she alone? Had someone saved her? 

 Had someone killed her?
 My mind swirls, making me dizzy. I fall back on the 

bed, my eyes never leaving the red dress.

 Was it too late?
 Was there not enough time?
 Is there ever enough time?
 I forget about everything I came here for. I can’t even 

begin to think about taking supplies. Can’t even think about what 

I need, anyway. It fascinates me, horriies me, chills me to the 
bone. I rarely think about it, how the world fell to pieces. I rarely 

think about the past, or the future for that matter. I only ever think 

about surviving. About getting through the next day, the next 

hour, the next second. I never think about the people the world 

lost when it lost itself. I never think about the panic that must 

have consumed them when it started. I never think about what 

they did, where they went, how they tried to escape it, or even 

how they tried to stop it.

But somehow, I can’t stop thinking about why. About what. 

Where. How. When. Who. This woman, this dress, it meant 

something to her. She thought about taking it, tried to. Or was it 

something else? 
 The image of the red dress continues to burn in my 

mind. Like lames, faded, but still burning. I realize I take the 
world for granted. We take the world for granted. We always 

have, even in its end. One moment could send us spiralling into 

the dark, into the abyss, and we’d have to rediscover what it is to 

live. To survive. We take for granted our families, our homes, our 

own lives, and we never think that at any moment it could all end. 

I wonder if she knew. I wonder if she’d known this was the end. 

If she’d realized that this red dress was a world she would never 

see again. I wonder if she’d known, if maybe that’s why she’d 

left it behind. If she’d known her life was ending and a new one 

was beginning. I wonder if she had realized she needed to leave 

the past behind or it would get her killed. If she’d known that 

the past was the past, and she couldn’t take it with her. If she had 

hung this dress in the wardrobe as a warning and a plea for all 

those to come across it to do the same.

 Something surges inside me, and in one moment, the 

dress is whole, and the next it’s not. A chunk of it is now clutched 

in my one hand, my dagger in the other. Trembling, unable to 

stop it, to pull myself together and escape this sudden rage burn-

ing inside of me, the dagger clutters to the littered loor, and I tie 
the red scrap of fabric around my wrist, pulling it tight, tying the 

end in a messy knot, coming to my own conclusions. If this is her 

warning, it’s a stupid warning.

 I’ve left the past behind, but you can damn well be sure 

it’s never something to forget. Not in this world, not in the next or 

the last. Never.
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BY VICTORIA PAJIC

revelation

Impossible, impossible, impossible.

Everything is impossible.

The coldness, the darkness, the hopelessness

Is restricting, inescapable.

But then there is a revelation.

A revelation of warmth, of light, of hope.

The darkness is temporary; it will pass.

And a new life will bloom into existence.
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BY MIKE ZARRELLA

A Heart’s desire

 How do you feel the day before you meet your soul-

mate? For me, I felt as though I was helpless and could break-

down at any minute. I was in the hospital because my parents 

and I were in a car accident. My parents left the earth before we 

could make it to the hospital. I, on the other hand, was saved and 

was given immediate surgery. After I came out of surgery, I was 

told about my parents. I felt as though a knife had been thrusted 

through my heart. I told the doctor that I didn’t want anyone to 

see me. That day, I knew my life was going to be different start-

ing there.

 The next day, I was told I would be getting a roommate. 

They brought him in and I really didn’t think much of him. He 

looked seventeen and that he had been in a ight. He was tall, had 
a swimmers build, short brown hair, azure blue eyes, sun kissed 

skin, a crooked nose, a banged-up lip and two casts, one on his 

arm and one on his leg. The nurse introduced him as Eli. He got 

onto the bed and shooed the nurse away with his good arm. He 

turned to me and tried to make small talk.

 “Hi, I’m Eli. What’s your name?” 
 I didn’t say a word. I was in just too bad of a mood.

 “Come on, please, tell me your name.”

 I sighed and decided if he is going to keep pressing me 

for answers, I might as well give him short answers, so I don’t 

have to talk to him that much. “Alex.”

 “Nice name. So, what are you here for?”
 “Car crash,” I said dryly. There was silence until he said 

something. 

 “Aren’t you going to ask me why I am here?”
 I sighed again, “Why are you in here?”
 “I got into a ight.”
 As soon as I hear that, I think, oh, he is one of THOSE 

people. I immediately think he started it and got beat up pretty 

badly.

 “That is interesting,” I say sarcastically.

 “You don’t really want to talk. Do you?”
 “What gave you that idea captain obvious?”
 “Hey, there is no need for that language,” he said jok-

ingly.

 What is it with this guy? Can’t he just take a hint?
 He started to talk again. “Look, Alex, I’m sorry. I can 

tell you are going through a lot right now. I didn’t mean to make 

it awkward.”

 “It is ine. I lost my parents in the car accident and I just 
want to mope.”

 “But you shouldn’t.” I turn to him and I saw his smile 

turned into a more serious face. “Moping does nothing, except 

make you feel worse than you already are. I learned that when 

I was at school. My grandmother died this past year, and I was 

moping in school for around three months. Yesterday, this kid 

was talking about my grandmother. He was saying bad things 

about her. He didn’t even know her. I got so mad that I punched 

him.”

 I kept thinking, man, he is not as bad as I made him out 

to be. 

 “He got up and his friends beat the living daylights out 

of me. I knew that moping about it was part of why I was picked 

on that day. People are don’t like a pity party.”

 I stared at him with sadness. I can already see tears 

trickling down his face. He really has had it tough. I get up from 

my bed and decide to give him a hug. I wrap my arms around his 

shoulders from the back. He didn’t push me off or tell me to get 

off. He just stayed there and allowed me to keep hugging him.

 “Alex .”

 I didn’t want it to end. 

 “Alex.”

 I wanted to be there for him.

 “Alex.”

 I needed to be there for him.

 “ALEX!”
 “Huh?”
 “I said, ‘do you take this man to be your husband?’”
 I came back to my senses and realized where I was. I 

was at the church and I was all dressed up. Then I remembered I 

was getting married. I look at who my groom was and I couldn’t 

be happier. And neither could Eli. 

 “I do.”

 The justice of the peace then pronounced us as married, 

and we kissed. In my head, and hopefully in Eli’s head, it feels 

right.

 They say love works in strange ways. For me, it was 

ending up in a car crash. For Eli, it was getting into a ight. But, 
one thing is true: everyone will ind their soulmate.
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I am afraid.

I am afraid of spiders.

I am afraid of heights.

I am afraid of not being loved, and falling in love.

I am afraid of death.

I am afraid of time, and not having enough of it.

I am afraid of abandoning my dreams.

I am afraid they will laugh at me.

I am afraid he won’t like me. 

I am afraid of not being good enough.

I am afraid of the future.

I am afraid of sadness.

I am afraid. I am human.

Our fears are what makes us human. We are all afraid. We all have 

fears, but they don’t deine us. You shouldn’t waste your life always 
being afraid. Conquer your fears and take on the challenge. Take on 

life.

I am afraid.
BY KATELYN BROTHMAN
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Thanks for reading! Please submit to the next edition.
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